WAPA begins two OATT revision processes
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WAPA has started two concurrent processes to revise its Open Access Transmission Tariff to address
upcoming moves into energy imbalance markets as well as other clean up and maintenance items.
Today, WAPA published notices of intent for OATT revisions 20-01 and 20-02 on the Open Access SameTime Information System. All information related to these OATT revisions will be posted on the OASIS
webpage.
Both processes will include informal comment periods and webinars to allow customers and other
stakeholders an opportunity to review and provide input on the proposed changes. During the webinars,
WAPA will also outline the expected timeline to respond to stakeholder comments, complete the OATT
revisions and file the updated OATT revisions with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
SN EIM participation
OATT Revision 20-01 will address Sierra Nevada’s participation in the California Independent System
Operator Western Energy Imbalance Market starting April 1, 2021. Provisions for this participation will be
proposed mainly under a new Attachment S to WAPA’s OATT. An advance draft of the new attachment
and frequently asked questions are now available on OASIS.
WAPA will host a webinar on OATT Revision 20-01 July 8 at 10 a.m. MDT to present the proposed
changes. Around June 29, WAPA will post a completed draft of its proposed revisions on OASIS, which
will initiate a 30-day comment period.
CRSP and RM WEIS participation
OATT Revision 20-02 will address the Colorado River Storage Project’s and Rocky Mountain’s participation
in the Southwest Power Pool Western Energy Imbalance Service market starting Feb. 1, 2021. FAQs on
this revision are currently available on OASIS.
The proposed changes will be presented during a June 22 webinar at 10 a.m. MDT. Before the June 22
webinar, WAPA will post the draft of its proposed revisions, which will also initiate a 30-day informal
comment period.
We look forward to working with our customers and stakeholders on these proposed OATT revisions. If
you have any questions or comments, contact your regional OATT contact:
• Desert Southwest: John Steward, 602-605-2774, steward@wapa.gov
• Rocky Mountain and Colorado River Storage Project Management Center: Raymond Vojdani, 970461-7379, avojdani@wapa.gov
• Sierra Nevada: Ray Ward, 916-353-4766, ward@wapa.gov
• Upper Great Plains: Steve Sanders, 406-255-2840, sanders@wapa.gov
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